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Original MINI retrofit product
Digital POWER SoundModul (DPSM)
for R 50/R 53
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Product description
The “Digital POWER SoundModul” (DPSM)
audio system is completely new and has been
developed exclusively for use in MINI models.
It is an extremely high quality and powerful audio
system that will meet every conceivable demand
for POWER!
Sales features/Benefits
- The various components, such as the speakers
that have been specially developed for this
system, require no additional metalwork on
the car and are simply inserted into the existing
installation sites to replace the original
speakers! In addition there are no restrictions
on installing any other options
- The system can be fitted in both LHD and RHD
models
- The completely new (fully digital) audio
amplifier forms the heart of this outstanding
new audio system
Delivery
- No parts are needed other than those supplied
in the retrofit kit
- User manual
Technical information
Music output: 660 W
Frequency sweep: 20...25,000 Hz
Noise level: 128 dB
Note
Not suitable for cars that are fitted with the
“Harman/kardon” system.
To obtain excellent sound the DPSM may only be
fitted in conjunction with the “Boost” car radio.
An additional subwoofer is not required and is, in
fact, not available.!

Availability
From 10/2003 for all MINI cars
Installation time
Approx. 5.0 hours
EPC-CD
From 10/2003
Installation instructions
BMW Aftersales portal or EBA CD from 10/2003
01 29 0 303 939
User manual
Included in parts kit
01 29 0 302 149
Part number
82 83 0 301 907
Safety note
The noise level generated by the DPSM may
cause health problems to the people in the car
if the volume is turned right up!!

Please refer to your price system or the latest
price publications for the latest prices.

